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Abstract 
Current methodology for compiler construction evolved in small increments over a long period 
of time. Its heritage is machine-dependent and derived from sequential Von Neumann machines. 
There is a growing emphasis on increasingly abstract paradigms for new programming languages. 
At the same time today’s high performance distributed/parallel computing facilities depart from 
Von Neumann machines and provide a much more intricate execution environment. Therefore 
current methodology is being stretched beyond its intrinsic capacity in order to accommodate 
these two accelerating trends. We develop an alternative compiler construction methodology 
whose fundamental principles are: (1) decomposition of programming languages into simpler 
components, (2) development of machine independent specification and implementation tools 
for each language component, and (3) mathematical integration of language component process- 
ing algorithms into an algebraic compiler. This allows the specification and implementation of 
provably correct (commercial) compilers. This paper is a tutorial dedicated to presenting the 
infrastructure of an algebraic compiler in a do-it-yourself manner. @ 1998-Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Algebra; Compiler; Derived-operation; Homomorphism; Language 
1. Introduction 
Current technology for compiler construction evolved from the need to release pro- 
grammers from the burden of writing machine-language programs. That is, a conven- 
tional compiler allows programmers to develop their programs using a notation close 
to their natural languages while the computer is designed to execute programs writ- 
ten in a binary machine language. This technology does not assume a formal concept 
of a programming language and is not based on a mathematical algorithm that mod- 
els a compiler. Rather, it consists of a series of well-understood transformations that 
map the user-oriented notation used by programmers to express algorithms into the 
binary notation that represents machine language programs. The lack of a mathemat- 
ical model for the compiler makes it difficult to integrate these transformations into 
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a software artifact that can be proven correct and whose construction could be easily 
learned and reproduced. Consequently, though the compiler is still the major tool for 
program development, compiler implementation is a difficult task and the correctness 
of commercial compilers is usually not proven mathematically. Moreover, a conven- 
tional compiler may be based on assumptions about its source and target languages 
that are not necessarily acceptable for another compiler that has the same source and 
target languages. For example, since the specification of conventional programming lan- 
guages usually does not provide initialization rules for variables declared in a program, 
various compilers of the same language may implement the initial values of variables 
differently (see pointer initialization by various C compilers). The consequence is that 
programs are not portable between platforms of machines and between generations of 
languages. In addition, while a compiler freezes the notation that programmers can 
use to develop their programs, the problem domain evolves and requires extensions 
that are not supported by the compiler. The programmer’s only choice is to use old 
and sometimes inappropriate tools to solve new problems. For example, conventional 
languages do not support process abstraction as a source language construct though 
they are used for parallel program development where multiple processes populating 
a program need to be managed by the programmer. This state of the art leads to the 
paradoxical situation where the compiler, developed as a tool to make programming 
easier, becomes a burden for the programming activity. Consequently the computation 
power of the new machines cannot actually be used and the productivity of problem 
solving is affected. 
There are two research directions that address the situation created by the histori- 
cal evolution of conventional compilers. One of these directions advocates enriching 
the programming environment provided by the conventional compiler with tools that 
optimize programs according to the architecture of the target machine [2]. The other 
direction [4,17] focuses on the development of a new methodology for language de- 
sign and implementation that, while accommodating the existing programming tools, 
would allow programmers to manufacture their own languages and compilers adapted 
to their own machines and problem domains. The solution provided by the first re- 
search direction further complicates the compiler which is already very complicated. 
In addition, program optimization tools created within this framework are associated 
with given languages or a family of languages, such as Fortran, and consequently do 
not provide a general solution for language extensibility with the problem domain. The 
solution provided by the second research direction becomes feasible if the new method- 
ology for language design and implementation is based on mathematical concepts of 
a programming language and programming language translation that are independent 
of the computer and problem domain and could be easily mastered by programmers. 
Our research fits in this second framework and starts with the observation that pro- 
gramming languages are complex objects whose compositional structure is hidden by 
the conventional methodology for language processing. Hence, the first task towards 
the development of mathematical concepts of a programming language and compiler 
is to find natural decompositions of programming languages into simpler objects that 
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can be mathematically specified and implemented. In addition, these specifications and 
implementations need to be further mathematically integrated into the specification and 
implementation of a specific programming language. 
There is already a rather long history of using universal algebras as a framework for 
language specification [lo] and some successful experiments on compiler modeling by 
algorithms for homomorphism computation [24,6,27,3 11. Therefore, we are seeking 
the new methodology for language processing in the framework of universal algebras. 
The difficulty in using the algebraic methodology for the development of a new 
technology for language processing resides in the way programming languages evolved 
as “notations with which people can communicate algorithms to computers and to one 
another” [l] and the manner in which algebraic mechanisms have been used to specify 
such a notation. In other words, while the concept of a programming language evolved 
as a notation of well understood but unspecified computations, the compiler design is 
based on formal specifications of both the computations expressed by a programming 
language and the notation used to express these computations. The notation part of a 
programming language, henceforth called the syntax, was precisely described within 
the framework of formal languages [ 151. The computations expressed by the syntax, 
henceforth called the semantics, have been formalized using domain theory [40, 111, 
which is a different framework. These formalizations of syntax and semantics of a pro- 
gramming language allowed us to understand the compilation process and to develop 
current technology for programming language processing but did not mature into a for- 
mal concept of a programming language and into a mathematical model of a compiler. 
The cause of this may be the lack of a mathematical framework naturally integrating 
the syntax, the semantics, and the compilation process. 
More recently universal algebra is used as a specification mechanism that integrates 
semantics and syntax [44] but the compilation process is still controlled by automata 
capable of recognizing the syntax of programming languages. However, we have shown 
[31] that universal algebra can be used as a framework that integrates programming 
languages and their processors. This paper builds further on the development of a 
new methodology for the design of programming languages and their processors that 
requires no programming activity in the usual sense. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 discusses the nature of com- 
putations expressed by programming language notations and deduces a formal concept 
of a machine independent programming language. Using this mathematical concept 
of a programming language we introduce the algebraic concept of programming lan- 
guage translation as a relationship that ensures the consistency of communication be- 
tween communicators speaking different programming languages. The semantics and 
the syntax of a programming language are algebras over the same signature of a class 
of algebras. Hence, the mechanism that binds a semantics to a syntax making up a 
programming language is provided by various homomorphic mappings between the 
semantics and the syntax algebras of the language. Further, the language translation 
is introduced as an embedding of the source language syntax algebra into the tar- 
get language syntax algebra that preserves the source language semantic algebra as 
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a subalgebra of the target language semantic algebra. The implementation mechanism 
suggested by this framework is the algorithm computing the homomorphism speci- 
fied by a function defined on the generators provided by the signature of the class of 
source language algebras rather than using the automaton generated by this signature. 
The algebraic model of a programming language suggests the natural decomposition 
of programming languages into simpler objects such as language lexicon, which corre- 
sponds to the notation specification when one studies an algebra, type system, which 
corresponds to the signature and equations specifying a class of algebras, and language 
constructs, which corresponds to the word algebra of a class of algebras. Section 3 of 
the paper presents the algebraic specification of a language independent lexicon and the 
scanner generator from this specification. Section 4 of the paper shows the algebraic 
mechanism of a language independent type system. Section 5 of the paper discusses 
the algebraic mechanism that embeds a source language into a target language. Sec- 
tion 6 of the paper is dedicated to the algebraic mechanism that integrates a scanner, 
a type system, and an algorithm embedding source language constructs into equivalent 
target language constructs, into an algebraic compiler. The sketch of the correctness 
proof of the algebraic compiler completes this section. Finally, Section 7 concludes the 
paper focusing on the major advances on language processing provided by an algebraic 
compiler. 
2. A formal concept of programming language 
We start by observing that computations handled by programming languages exist 
independently of the notation employed to express them. The requirement to formally 
specify such computations arose with the need to formally prove that a compiler pre- 
serves the computations expressed by high-level languages while mapping them into 
the machine language programs. The formalization mechanism suggested by the con- 
ventional view of a compiler is the operational expression of the meaning of high-level 
language notations as computations performed by the target machine. The data used by 
this mechanism are defined over a universe of memory locations and the operations are 
those performed by the target machine. Consequently, the mathematical construction 
usually involved in this formalization does not establish a formal relationship between 
machine independent computations and machine computations. Rather, computations 
handled by programming languages are regarded as the computations performed by 
the machine. This leads to restrictions on machine independent software tool develop- 
ment and thus motivates us to try to formalize computations handled by programming 
languages as machine independent computations. The general framework for our for- 
malization of machine independent computations is that of the universal algebra [5,7]. 
Effective algebras [42] provide both the framework for studying the computability of 
machine independent computations and the proof mechanism required by such a for- 
malization. 
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2.1. Machine independent computation 
Our general scheme used for specifying machine independent computations makes 
use of three concepts: 
1. The environment, Env, which consists of a given collection of predefined data types, 
such as integer, real, boolean, channel, etc., each designating a given set of values 
together with the operations handling these values, and a given collection of type 
constructors such as array, function, record, file, etc., that can be used to extend the 
data types in Env with user defined data types. That is, the environment character- 
izes a problem domain rather than a specific problem. Note, channels of a reactive 
application, such as a real-time system, or processes populating a parallel program, 
are seen here as data types. 
2. The state, rr, that consists of an assignment of values from Env to elements of a 
given collection V of variables and constants having types in Env. That is, the state 
is a type preserving map CJ : V + Env and characterizes the problem to be solved by 
the computation. 
3. The state transition, r, that can be expressed by a transformation r : CT --+ d, such 
that if CJ : V + Env then Z(C): V’ --+ Env’ where Env’ is a new environment, that 
may coincide with Env, and V’ is a new set of objects, that may coincide with 
V. A transition r : 0 + CT’ such that CJ: V + Env and CS’ : V + Env is called inter- 
nal or silent; a transition r : CJ + 0’ such that cs : V -+ Env and cr’ : V’ + Env’ where 
V’ # V or Env’ # Env is called external or observable. The state transition models 
the progress of the computation (hence, of the algorithm) that solves the problem. 
Note that we use the concept of an environment with a different meaning than that used 
in conventional compiler design. In both cases the environment provides a mechanism 
for specifying the universe of discourse of the language. Here we deal with machine 
independent programming languages and therefore the environment provides us with 
the structure of machine independent computing abstractions that can be handled within 
the programming language. Since our environment Env is populated by first-order ob- 
jects (usually called data types) and second-order objects (called here process data 
type) we use both terms data abstractions and computation abstractions to refer to the 
objects of Env. 
A conventional programming language provides high-level notations for machine 
computations and therefore the environment is the machine memory on which these 
computations are stored and operated. However, programming languages considered as 
notations for machine independent computations are nothing but collections of objects 
(computing abstractions) that can be specified by three kind of rules: (1) rules that al- 
low programmers to define elements of the environment, henceforth called dejinitions, 
(2) rules that allow programmers to select names to be used as variables and constants 
making up the state of a computation, henceforth called declarations, and (3) rules 
that allow programmers to express the state transitions of a computation, henceforth 
called applications. 
Using the concepts of environment, state, and state transition we can define a tran- 
sition system as a tuple 7 = (Z, 0) where C is a set of states and 0 is a set of 
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transitions such that ‘d/z E 0 [r : C -+ 2’1. A computation C over the transition system 
I is defined as a sequence of states 00, ~1,. . . from C such that 
1. crs satisfies the initial condition of the solution algorithm of the problem solved by 
this computation and is called the initial state of the computation; 
2. for each i >O, there is a transition ri E 0 such that cri E ri(oi_l ); 
3. if there is a j > 0 such that for each k > j, ok = Oj, then the computation is called 
transformational; if (TV # oi+i for each i then the computation is called reactive. 
Similar machine independent computations where state transitions are subjected to 
various fairness restrictions [22,23] are used as the basis for introducing program- 
ming languages suitable for expressing reactive systems. We consider the concept of a 
computation introduced above as the basis for the development of a machine indepen- 
dent concept of a programming language. For that we notice that the above concept of 
a computation is different from the computations expressed by conventional program- 
ming languages. There is no implicit or explicit agent to perform a computation implied 
in the above definition of a computation. However, computations expressed by conven- 
tional programming languages are always carried out by a concrete or abstract machine 
implied in the language definition. To remedy this situation we can further formalize the 
concept of a machine independent computation within the framework of universal alge- 
bra by considering the environment Em as a heterogeneous algebra, the state V --+ Enu 
as an agent, II, that can perform operations specified in Env, and the state transitions 
as the collection of operations performed by ZI. A computation becomes a process 
P= (ZI,E,S) h w ere E is a linguistic expression describing the operations performed 
by 17 and S is the status of II with respect to the operations described by E such as 
executing, thinking, waiting, etc. Thus, a programming language becomes the notation 
used to express the computations performed by L’ over the universe of discourse pro- 
vided by Env. This notation is naturally suggested by the signature of the algebra for- 
malizing Env and by the agent 17 performing the operations provided by Env. In other 
words, a programming language is a tuple [28] L = (Sem, Syn, L : Sem --) Syn) where 
1. Sem is a computing system formally defined by a heterogeneous algebra [5, 131. 
2. Syn is the word algebra generated by the signature of Sem in terms of a given set 
of constant and variable names. 
3. _C is a partial mapping that associates computing objects (given in Sem) with ex- 
pressions which represent them (given in Syn) such that all generators of Syn are 
in L(Sem), which guarantees that there is a homomorphism & : Syn +Sem with 
the property that for all o E Sem for which L is defined the identity &(L(o))=o 
holds. 
2.2. Programming language translation 
The mappings L and E involved in the language definition are called [28] the 
language learning function and the language evaluation function, respectively. Since 
Sem and Syn are similar universal algebras, E is a homomorphism determined by 
L [31]. The consistency of communication between two agents using the languages 
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Fig. 1. Communication consistency diagram. 
L, = (Sem,, Syn,, & : Sem, + Syn,) and Lt = (Sem(, Syn,, Lc, :Sew -+ Syn,), respec- 
tively, to express their computation processes is defined by the diagram in Fig. 1. 
A pair (H,, T,): L, -+ Lt that makes this diagram commutative is called a translator 
from L, into Lt; similarly, a pair (H,, Tt) : LI --+ L, that makes this diagram commuta- 
tive is called a translator from LI into L,. 
Note that in a communication between two agents using the languages L, and L, 
respectively, &, must be computed by the agent speaking the language 15~ while Et must 
be computed by the agent speaking the language L,. From this it follows that a commu- 
nication is well defined in both directions if ES and Et are consistent and computable. 
That is, for every 0, E Sem, and ot E Sem,, the equalities &,(T,(Lc,(o,))) = K(o,) and 
&,(Tt(Ct(ot)))=Ht(ot) hold whenever the mappings .C, and L, are defined. 
This construction of the computations handled by programming languages shows that 
the natural decomposition of a programming language into simpler objects is provided 
by the mechanism of specifying universal algebras where 
a notation that consists of a set of constant and variable names is first selected. This 
coincides in programming languages with the language lexicon; 
the names and the constants are further associated with the domain of values that 
they can assume. This coincides with the typing of the objects of the language 
universe of discourse; 
a signature is then provided, allowing one to construct new objects of the algebra 
from the given objects. This coincides with the syntax rules of the language; 
finally, properties of the algebra thus constructed are specified by a set of equalities 
called axioms. This coincides with the mechanism of integration of the three com- 
ponents of a programming language, lexicon, type system, and constructs, into the 
language. 
Consequently, we will regard a programming language as a complex object composed 
of a lexicon, type system, and valid constructs, connected into the language by semantic 
properties of the universe of discourse. 
2.3. Algebraic model of a compiler 
There is no mathematical relationship between the source and the target languages of 
a conventional compiler. Therefore, compiler design and implementation traditionally 
consists of the following transformations: 
1. A source language parser P that recognizes valid programs p E Syn, and maps them 
into an intermediate form that can be further mapped into the machine language; 
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usually P is an automaton generated by the context-free grammar defined by the 
specification rules of Syn, and the intermediate form of p E Syn, is a tree, t,, whose 
nodes are labeled by semantic information such that t, can be evaluated using the 
target machine (see next). 
2. A code generator G that for each p f Syn, takes as data the intermediate form t, 
generated by P and the instruction set of the target machine and generates a machine 
language program mp evaluating t,. 
3. A collection of supporting tools such as preprocessors, lexical analyzers, semantic 
analyzers, type checkers, program restructurers, optimizers, resource allocators, etc, 
that act on t, and mP performing all sort of checks, optimizations, restructuring, 
and resource management. 
The algorithms performing the transformations P, 6, and their supporting tools have 
been developed on different mathematical bases and evolved rather independently of 
each other. Therefore, it is difficult to integrate them into a unified framework that 
would allow us to truly automate compiler construction and to prove the correctness of 
the resulting compiler. In addition, the usage of a context-free grammar to specify the 
well-formed constructs in Syn, restricts the class of source language valid constructs 
recognized by P to just one, the axiom (or the starting symbol) of the grammar which 
coincides with the program. In turn, this affects the degree of interaction between P 
and the programmer as well as the capability of P to support incremental development 
of programs. While we can adapt the parser P to recognize other constructs of Syn, as 
valid, the only construct provided with executable semantics is the program. However, 
the incremental development of programs requires both program development as well 
as program execution to be incremental. 
The algebraic methodology for designing a compiler (H,, T,) : L, + Lt, requires the 
compiler implementer first to establish a mathematical relationship between Ls and Lt 
and then to use this relationship to define H, and T, as algebraic objects. One way of 
establishing such a relationship is by representing the operations of Sem, and Syn, as 
derived operations in the algebras Sem, and Syn,, respectively, such that the mappings 
L, and &, used in the language definition are preserved. Since T, is the only component 
of the compiler that matters in practice we focus further on the implementation of this 
component by derived operations. For that we make the following assumptions about 
the source language L, and the target language L, of the compiler: 
1. L, is specified by a finite set, R,, of specification rules; R, can be split into three 
disjoint classes called lexicon specification rules, LS(L,), type specijication rules, 
TS(L,), and construct specification rules, CS(L,). 
2. Lt = (Semt, Syn,, L, : Sem, -+ Syn,) is provided with a macro-processor, M, that al- 
lows compositional specification of its valid constructs by derived operations in 
Syn,; semantic macro-operations discussed in Section 5.5 are examples of compo- 
sitional specification of target language constructs by derived operations. Therefore 
the terms derived operation and macro-operation are further interchangeable. 
3. There are two transformations, S,, and S,,, that map the set R, into two sim- 
ilar algebras s&R,) and S,,(R,), respectively, and allow the construction of the 
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Fig. 2. Compiler definition diagram. 
mappings 13, : S&R,) + S,,(R,), and &, : S,,(R,) + S&R,) such that E, is a homo- 
morphism and for all o E S&R,) on which C, is defined the equality E,(&(o)) 
=o holds; i.e., S,, and S,, specify the language L, = (S&R,), S&R,), C, : 
Sm(Rs)-tS,,(Rs)). 
There is an embedding H, : S&R,) -+ Sem, and a derivation operator D : R, + Syn, 
that maps each specification rule, r E R,, into the class of derived operations of 
the target language, M(D(r)) C Syn,, and for each W, E S&r) there is 
wDcr) E M(D(r)) such that the equality H,(E,(w,)) = &,(wD(,)) holds. 
For a specification R,, a target language Lt, and a derivation operator 2) : R, -+ Syn,, 
the tuple SLS = (R,, S,,, S,,, C,, &,) is called the source language speci$cation and 
the tuple CSC = (r, D(r)), E R, is called the compiler specijcation of a compiler that 
maps the language specified by L, into the given target language Lt. 
That is, assumptions (l)-(5) outline a method to specify an algebraic compiler such 
that the “commutativity” of the diagram in Fig. 2 for a given compiler specification 
provides the correctness proof of the compiler thus specified. 
The mapping S,, in Fig. 2 is usually the universal construct in algebra that maps 
a signature into the ground-tetms of the algebra generated by that signature; here 
this mapping generates valid constructs of the source language in a manner similar 
to the derivation process with a context-free grammar allowing all nonterminals to 
be recognized as axioms. The mapping S,, is determined by the language designer 
according to the language universe of discourse. 
2.4. Compiler specijication 
A practical manner of implementing a new language L by the algebraic methodology 
discussed in this paper consists of carrying out (in parallel, by different teams) the 
activities in Fig. 3, where the components of the resulting compiler connected by 
Ji can run either sequentially or in parallel, while components connected by J run 
sequentially: 
1. Implement the lexicon of L by developing and preprocessing the lexicon specification 
rules LS(L) using a tool called ScanGen. The result is the table called ScanTab that 
implements the semantic driven automaton called the Scanner [18]. When run on 
a source file the Scanner produces a readable stream of lexical tokens. 
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LW) _I ScanGen 
CW) _I LAS 
TS(L) --j TypeInit 
target 
Fig. 3. Overall structure of language implementation. 
Implement the language recognizer of L by developing and preprocessing the con- 
struct specification rules CS(L) using the tool called LAS [33]. The result is the 
table, TUSO(L), that is used by the pattern-matching recognizer [19,29] to group 
tokens into valid language constructs. 
Implement the type system of L by developing the type specification rules TS(L) 
that contains source language predefined types and type constructors [9,32]. The 
rules E(L) are preprocessed by a tool called TypeZnit that constructs the types 
database, TSDb(L), on which all type construction and type checking activities are 
performed. 
Develop the semantic macro-operations (see Section 5.2) associated with the rules 
in CA’(L). The semantic macro-operation associated with r E U(L) specifies the 
semantics of source language constructs w,. specified by Y compositionally, in terms 
of the types defined in w,., constants and variables declared in w,., and transition 
performed by the computation denoted by wr. 
Develop target image macro-operations [20,21,30,35] (see Section 5.5) associated 
with the rules in C’S(L). The target macro-operation associated with r E CS(L) spec- 
ifies the target images of the source language constructs specified by Y composition- 
ally, in terms of the target images of their construct components. 
Each of the combinations S, SIR, s-+{R]16}, S+{{RIIG}IIM} provides a valid 
language processing tool that performs scanning, syntax checking, syntax and seman- 
tic checking, and translation, respectively, according to the processing needs of the 
language user. 
3. Language independent lexicon 
The lexicon specification for an algebraic compiler is written in terms of primitive 
lexical constructs such as identijier and number rather than using a given character 
set taken as the language alphabet. These primitive lexical constructs, called universal 
lexemes, are found in all programming languages and all of them are generated by 
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regular expressions. In addition, these lexical constructs have structural properties such 
as the regular expression defining them, the lexemes representing them, the length of 
their lexemes, etc., that can be used for developing a two level lexicon specification 
that can be recognized by a two level scanning algorithm that operates as a scanner- 
within-a-scanner [18]. The inner scanner is efficiently generated from a given set of 
regular expressions specifying universal lexemes; the outer scanner works exclusively 
with the lexemes recognized by the first level. Since the lexemes recognized by first 
level have properties this scheme allows us to extend the notion of a regular language 
as a lexicon specifier to that of a regular language of properties of the primitive lexical 
entities, called conditions. 
The unique feature of the regular expressions specifying universal lexemes is that 
they do not depend upon the programming language that is being implemented, yet the 
tokens that are returned by the inner scanner have a clear meaning in every program- 
ming language. In this framework, a user developing a scanner can think in terms of 
higher level constructs which have well-defined semantics rather than thinking about 
character sets. 
We group the universal lexemes recognized by the inner scanner into the follow- 
ing classes : identzjiers, defined by the regular expression I = Letter Letter*, numbers, 
defined by the expression N = Digit Digit*, white spaces and tabs denoted by W, 
unprintable characters (such as newline), denoted by U, and other characters (punc- 
tuation and separators) denoted by 0. It is important to note that these classes of 
constructs are universal across all programming languages in the sense that they are 
used as the building blocks of the actual lexical constructs found in other programming 
languages. The same idea can be applied for the conventional approach splitting the 
character set into disjoint tables and then considering the elements of these tables as 
regular expressions. In order to use the universal lexemes as fundamental entities in 
the construction of the lexicon of a programming language we characterize them by 
the attributes Token which designates the class, i.e., Token E {I, N, W, U, 0}, Lexeme, 
(abbreviated to Lex), which is the actual string of characters identifying the entity of 
a class, and Length, (abbreviated to Len), which is the number of characters making 
up a lexeme. Other attributes such as line and column number can be easily added. 
Hence, we assume that each lexical entity is specified by a lexicon specijication rule 
of the form LHS =RHS where LHS is the token name of the lexeme class specified by 
the pattern RHS. The language specified by such lexical specification rules is treated 
as the first level of valid language constructs of a high-level language. This is achieved 
by allowing the left-hand sides of lexical equations to be used as terminals in the BNF 
rules that specify the syntactic constructs of the high-level language. 
The lexical scanner resulting from a lexicon specification by regular expressions of 
conditions is independent of the compiler of a language that may use this specification 
as its own lexicon. This scanner reads an input file and tokenizes it accordingly. This 
facility allows us to use this scanner as the first step of an algebraic compiler, in which 
the entire source program is tokenized before the phase of valid construct recognition 
(see Section 5.4) and target image generation (see Section 5.5). 
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4. Language independent type system 
Types are computing abstractions which exist independent of the programming lan- 
guage that uses them and which are constructed from given types [26] using algebraic 
operations. Our goal here is to use the existing type theory [25, 161 for the development 
of a language independent type system where types are elements of a database and 
are generated from other types using a given collection of predefined types and type 
constructors. A compiler can use this database by appropriate queries during language 
processing, independent of the language it processes. Such a type system is appropriate 
for both typed and untyped languages. 
In this paper a type is defined as a tuple Type = (DataCarrier, Operations) where 
DataCarrier is a set of computing abstractions, such as integers, reals, strings, etc., and 
Operations is a set of operations defined on the objects that belong to the DataCarrier. 
Types used in conventional programming languages, such as Ada [3], are classified 
as scalar, composite, and derived based on the structure of the objects of their data 
carriers and the operations available on these objects as seen in Fig. 4. The data 
carrier of a scalar type contains indivisible objects, the data carrier of a composite 
types contains objects composed from objects of other types, and the data carrier of a 
derived type is a subset of the data carrier of another type called the parent type though 
the operations of a derived type may differ from the operations of its parent. However, 
from a programmer’s viewpoint the collection of types supported by a programming 
language can be classified as 
l Predejined, which is the set of types provided to the programmer by the language 
definition. Examples of predefined types are integer and real in Pascal; 
l Dejned, which is the set of types that programmers define in their programs using 
a given set of type constructors provided by the language definition, such as array. 
Scalar, composite, and derived types in Fig. 4 are usually available to programmers 
in various languages either as predefined or through suitable type constructors. Note 
types * derived 
1 Lmpo*,. p;krte 
scalar - continuous 
discrete I’ . . . 
I’ 
1 real 
integer complex 
boolean 
enumerated 
I’ i . . array 
function 
Fig. 4. Types classification by structure of their objects. 
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Type structure 
Predefined Constructors 
Ck(rl,..., rP) ... Ck(qr...,sp) .f. Ck(tl,..., tp) 
Fig. 5. Type tree structure. 
however that a predefined type of one language may be a defined type in another 
language. For example, the type complex is predefined in Fortran but it could be 
supported by Pascal or C only as a user defined type. Hence, in order to develop a 
language independent type system we structure the types that a language may assume 
such that this structure is an algebra built on top of a finite set of predefined types using 
a given collection of type constructors. We call this algebra the type structure, TS, and 
organize it as a tree shown in Fig. 5, where Ck(q,. . . ,rp), c&q,. . . ,sp), Ck(tl,. . . ,t,), 
are types constructed by the constructor Ck using the objects (q,. . . ,rp), (~1,. . . ,sp), 
and (ti , . . . , tp), respectively, as parameters. The type algebra in Fig. 5 is generated by 
a given set of predefined types and type-constructors. If type constructors generating 
types are provided as construct specification rules then the resulting language supports 
user defined types; moreover, if type constructors that generate type constructors are 
provided as constructor specification rules then the resulting language supports user 
defined type constructors. 
Every type supported by a programming language is completely described by a path 
from the root to a leaf in the tree in Fig. 5 and a descriptor specifying the data carrier 
and the operations of the type represented by the respective leaf. In other words, the 
root of the tree in Fig. 5 is the name of the TS algebra, leaves of the tree in Fig. 5 
are the elements of the TS algebra, and the interior nodes represent type constructors. 
From a mathematical viewpoint we could represent this tree in the form TS = (Drs; 
Tl,T2,...,T,,Cl,C2,..., C,,) where DTS is a collection of type descriptors, TI, T2,. . . , T, 
are given types that can be interpreted as the constants of the algebra TS, and Cl, C2,. . . , 
C,, are operators that when applied on some existing types in the TS generate new types 
in the TS. 
The predefined types of the language are given to the programmers, i.e., there are no 
constructors specifying them, therefore the predefined types occur as constants of the 
type system attached to the root TS of the tree in Fig. 5. A constructor is a definition 
scheme that a programmer uses to define a type. For example, the type Ck(si, . . . , sp) 
in Fig. 5 is defined using the constructor Ck that takes (q, . . . , sp) as parameters, where 
each si, 1 <i < p, is a typed object or a type (predefined or already defined). Since 
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types and constructors are treated similarly we describe them using a unique type 
specification template called the type descriptor [9,32]. 
The type system of a compiler must be initialized with the predefined types and 
the type constructors before the compiler can use it. A type specification language 
has been developed for this purpose [9,32] and is used to specify the predefined 
types and the type constructors. Let T’(L) be the set of type specification rules of 
the predefined types and type constructors supported by a programming language L. 
A rule r E TS(L) allows the user to specify all the properties of the predefined types and 
type constructors. Therefore, a type specification rule is a reflection of the components 
of the type descriptor, To make the type specification language convenient, the type 
specification rules are split in two groups: 
l Typeset, which is a set of equations of the form Seti = (z, , &:,, . . . , & ) where each 
7;;, 1 <j < k, is the type name of a predefined type. Typeset allows an easy specifi- 
cation of the polymorphic operations using the set of possible types rather than the 
types themselves in the signature of such operations. 
l TypeSpec, which is a set of keyword equalities equating the type name with the 
properties that define its type descriptor. This allows the user to provide the com- 
ponents of a type descriptor in any order [9,32]. 
The type system specification targeted to a given compiler is developed independently 
of the other components of the compiler and in parallel with them. However, all com- 
piler components can use and update the type system through an open-ended collection 
of interface functions that allow: type conversion, new type creation, updating a given 
type with new objects and operations, and searching the type system for types, opera- 
tions, and objects. 
5. Language independent construct specification 
Following the concept of machine independent computation developed in Section 2 
the programming language constructs used to express such computations can be classi- 
fied in three groups called dejinitions, declarations, and applications. Definitions define 
new types in terms of the types already available. Declarations specify the type of 
value a constant or a variable can assume by associating lexical names with defined 
or predefined types. Applications express state transitions performed by computations 
on objects denoted by constants and variables declared in the program. However, the 
elements of these classes of language constructs are not independent of each other. 
For example, definitions may have as components other definitions, declarations, and 
objects constructed by applications (see function definition in C); declarations bind 
names denoting objects constructed by applications to their types in a given con- 
text and therefore they may have applications and definitions as components; appli- 
cations may use declarations, definitions, and other applications as components. This 
interweaving makes it difficult to specify the action performed by the compiler while 
it recognizes valid source language constructs and maps them into semantically 
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equivalent valid target language constructs [41]. But the algebraic compiler is based on 
mathematical algorithms that operate in a compositional manner. That is, the algebraic 
compiler recognizes valid source language constructs in terms of the validity of their 
components and generates equivalent valid target language constructs in terms of the 
target images of the source language construct components. Therefore, this classification 
fits naturally the task of the compiler. 
The development of the construct specification rules and the implementation of 
a compiler C : L, --f Lt are discussed in this section following the model presented 
in Fig. 3. The construct specification rules are discussed in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 
introduces the semantic data representation of the source language constructs. The 
motivation for this semantic data representation is the compiler support for both in- 
cremental development of programs and parallelism of the algorithm performing the 
source language processing, including the compilation process. Section 5.3 is dedicated 
to algorithms that compute the type, the scope, and the extent of the source language 
constructs using their semantic data representation described in Section 5.2. Section 5.4 
describes the algorithms for compositional recognition of source language constructs. 
Section 5.5 discusses compositional code generation by macro-processors. 
5.1. Construct specification rules 
Programming language constructs are usually specified by equations of the form 
LHS = RHS called language specijcation rules, where LHS is a lexical name called 
a syntax category and RHS is a pattern composed of syntax categories and fixed 
symbols. Examples of such specification rules are BNF rules. We assume that the class 
of valid constructs of a programming language L is specified by a finite set CS(L) of 
language specification rules. Each r E CS(L) is an equation of the form Zhs(r) = rhs(r), 
where Zhs(r) stands for the left-hand side of the equation r and rhs(r) stands for the 
right-hand side of the equation r; moreover, rhs(r) = toAl tl . . . tn_lA,t,, for some n 30, 
where to, tl , . . . , t,, are fixed strings called terminal symbols or are the empty word, E, 
and A 1,. . . ,A, are parameters called nonterminals. A specification CS(L) is clean if 
every nonterminal is a syntax category, i.e., there are no useless specification rules. 
In other words, for any r E CS(L) and A a nonterminal used as a parameter in rhs(r) 
there is at least one rule r’ E CS(L) such that A = Ihs(r’). 
Each specification rule r E CS(L), A0 = toAl tl . . . tn_ lA,t,,, has two interpretations by 
an algebraic compiler, a semantic interpretation and a syntactic interpretation. The 
semantic interpretation maps nonterminals Ai, 0 d i Gn, used in the rule r to data 
types denoted by [Ai], 0 < i d rz, and the rule r is interpreted as designating an oper- 
ation tot1 . ..tn.[A1jx... x [An] 4 [Ao]l. The syntactic interpretation maps nonterminals 
Ai, 0 d i d n, used in the rule r, to classes of equivalent language constructs denoted 
by [Ai], 0 <i <n, where the class of equivalence [A] is recursively defined as fol- 
lows: w E [A] if there exists r E CS(L) such that Ihs(r) = A, rhs(r) = toAlt1 . . . &__lA,&, 
and w = tow1 tl . . . tn_l w,t,, for some wi E [Ai], 1 <i dn. The algebraic compiler rec- 
ognizes the validity of a language construct w E [A] in terms of the validity of its 
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components wi E [Ai], 1 <i<n, using the syntactic interpretation of a specification rule 
Y as an operation tat1 .. . tn : [Ai] x f . . x [An] -+ [A]. However, in order to perform the 
mapping of w into its target image the algebraic compiler needs to determine the se- 
mantic interpretation tot1 . . . tn : [A 11 x . . . x [[An] -+ [A] of the rule Y as well. This may be 
a difficult task since rules r E CS(L) can specify constructs whose components could be 
definitions, declarations, and applications and the meaning of the application part may 
depend upon the meaning of the declaration part which in turn may depend upon the 
meaning of the definition part and all may depend upon the context in which they are 
found. Since any one of the components (definition, declaration, and application) of 
language constructs specified by r may belong to the context of the other components, 
this dependency can be circular. For example, consider the constructs w specified by 
the rule Block :: = begin DL; SL end. These constructs have no definition part; the 
declaration component of w is the portion wr E [DL] of w that represents the initial 
state of the computation specified by r; the application component of w is the portion 
w2 E [SL] of w that represents the state transition of the computation specified by r. The 
meaning of w2 may depend upon the meaning of WI, which in turn may depend upon 
the context in which w is discovered. Moreover, w1 expresses a first order function 
associating names with their typed values while w2 expresses a second order function 
performing state transitions, i.e., mapping functions into functions. Consequently, the 
semantic interpretation of constructs specified by a rule r requires a mechanism that 
allows the compiler to express the meaning of constructs specified by r in terms of the 
meaning of their components (definition, declaration, application). But the computa- 
tional nature of definitions, declarations, and applications is different and therefore the 
meaning of constructs specified by r cannot always be expressed by a single algebraic 
operation. Dependence of the declaration and application components of a construct w 
on its definition component is known in a conventional compiler as the type inference 
problem, where the type of value w may assume is deduced from the type of values 
assumed by its components wi, 1 <i in, in the context in which w is identified by Y. 
Dependence of the application component of w on its declaration component is known 
in a conventional compiler as the problem of determining the scope of the names 
used in the declaration and is resolved by a different mechanism. The compositional 
nature of the algebraic compiler allows us to develop a global and uniform solution 
to the problems raised by the semantic interpretation of the constructs specified by 
rules Y. 
The operational manner of the algebraic compiler needs to determine, for each 
w E [A] and r E C,S(L) such that Zhs(r) =A, whether w is a definition, a declara- 
tion, or an application. A robust specification would not allow a construct w E [A] 
to be of more than one kind. However, conventional languages do allow such con- 
structs. For example, the construct float x[3]= {2.5,2.6,2.7}, which represents the 
definition “typedef float array3[3]“, the declaration array3 X, and finally the appli- 
cation {x[O] = 2.5; x[l] = 2.6; x[2]= 2.7) at the same time, is valid in C. Various 
languages support different kinds of interweaving of definition, declaration, and ap- 
plication within a single language construct. We handle this situation by introducing 
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the operators (V,), r E CS(L), that map language constructs w specified by r into the 
computations they represent; V, is specified by the following rules: 
1. If w is semantically simple, i.e., w is a definition, a declaration, or an application, 
then: 
(a) If w is a definition, then V,(w) is the data type Def(r,w) specified by r; 
(b) If w is a declaration, then V,(w) is the list of symbols declared by w, that is, 
Dec(r, w) = [(xi, Tl ), (a, T2 ), . . . , (x,, T,)] where xi is a lexeme and x is a data 
type; i.e., V,(w) is the first order function V,(w) :Xi H z, 1 Gibm; 
(c) If w is an application, then let TO be its type and TI x T2 x . . x T, + TO 
be the signature of the operation used to construct w. Since w is simple, 
w=[Y](wi,w&... ,w,) where wi,w2 ,..., w, are the components of w recog- 
nized by the rules rl,r2,. . . ,r,, respectively, and represent the arguments of 
[Y] whose semantic interpretations are Dec(rl, wi ), Dec(r2, wz), . . . , Dec(r,, w,,), 
respectively. Then V,(w) is the state transition specified by composing the 
functions L?,(w),V-~(W~), . . . , Vr.(w) using the composition law [T] denoted 
&~(r,w). That is, V,(w) =4~(r,w)(V,,(wl), Vr2(w2), . . . , K,,(w,)). 
2. If w is semantically composed then let wdef, wdec, and waPP be the definition, decla- 
ration, and application components of w, respectively, which are semantically sim- 
ple and are specified by the rules T~,YZ, and 73, respectively. Then V,(w) is the 
transition system specified by the sequence of transitions hit, 3 Vr,(wdef) 3 
V,,(wdec) -% V,(w,,,) which says that the computation expressed by w consists 
of: (1) establishing the definition of the data types such that the initial condition 
Init, is satisfied, then (2) providing the computation state, i.e., specifying the dec- 
larations of the objects handled by this computation, and finally (3) expressing the 
state transformation performed by that computation. 
Note, since values assigned to variables by computations are dynamic properties we ap- 
proximate these values during the compilation process by their types. Hence Dec(r, w) 
is approximated by an abstract interpretation [S]. 
Our conjecture is that the semantic operators Def(r, w), Dec(r,w), App(~, w) are 
expressible using the abstract syntax trees of the components (definition, declaration, 
and application) of w which may be implicitly or explicitly provided by Y. Hence, 
these operators can be evaluated by traversing the abstract syntax tree of w. The val- 
ues thus obtained are semantic trees attached at the nodes of the abstract syntax tree 
of w (seen Section 5.2). Thus, in order to provide the algebraic compiler with a global 
and uniform solution to the problems raised by the semantic interpretation of the op- 
erations defined by the specification rules we optionally associate each specification 
rule Y with the operators Def(r), Dee(r), and &p(r) that define the semantic inter- 
pretation of the components (definition, declaration, application) of each construct, w, 
specified by Y. Since the components (definition, declaration, application) of w may 
depend upon the components (definition, declaration, application) of the valid syntax 
components of w, Def(r), Dee(r), App(r) may take as parameters Def(ri), Dec(ri), 
ApP(ri) where Ti, 1 bidn, specifies the valid syntax components of w. We use the 
symbol @i to refer to the component wi of w specified by the rule ri, 1~ i <n, and 
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@s to refer to the construct w specified by r. Then each construct specification rule 
r:A=toAltl...ti_lAiti... tn_ IA,&, is expanded to a rule: 
A0 = toAltl . . . ti_lAiti.. . tn_lAntn// 
[Def(r) = J% (DefDecApp(@l ), .. . , &foecApp(@, )>I 
[Dec(r> =&(W~ecAw(@l>,. . . , &f-~~cA~~(@n))l 
[ApAr) = &(&f~ec&p(@l), .. . , Rf~ecApp(@, >)I 
where DefDecApp(@i) denotes the definition, the declaration, and the application com- 
ponents of the constructs Wi E [Ai], 1 <i <n, and El, E2, E3 are macro-expressions de- 
fined by the language designer which express the semantics of the computation object 
specified by the rule r in terms of the semantics of the components of that computa- 
tion object. Note, macro-expressions El, E2, E3 are expanded into the semantic trees of 
constructs w E [Ao] and therefore we may also use the notation Def(@o), Dec(@o), 
App(@o) for Def(r), Dee(r), App(r), respectively. Since we use abstract syntax trees 
to express the semantic components of a syntactically valid construct w, expressions 
El, E2, E3 are considered here as semantic tree constructors. Examples of such expres- 
sions will be shown in Section 5.2. 
5.2. Semantic data representation 
The complexity of the functions performed by the generator Q (see Fig. 3) depends 
on the structure of the language specified by U(L) and on the relationship between 
properties of the source language and target language. When the rules in CL?(L) specify 
a flat language, i.e., a language that algebraically has just two layers of generation, free 
generators and constructs, or in programming terms has just one scope and one extent, 
the data structure constructed by 6 reduces to the calling pattern of the macro-processor 
for target image generation, hence no real semantic data representation is necessary. 
Alternatively, when CL?(L) specifies a language that is scoped, allows lifetime of the 
computation objects to be independent of their usage, or supports programmer defined 
types, then G must assure that the definition, declaration, and application components 
of a construct w recognized by R are available before attempting to generate the 
target image of w. This is obtained by providing the generator B with the capability to 
construct a data representation of the semantics of the constructs w recognized by the 
rules r E CS(L), where Def (r, w), Dec(r, w), and App(r, w) can be stored and computed 
in parallel with the computation performed by R and M. In other words, for each 
r E CS(L) and w E [h(r)], Def(r,w), Dec(r, w), and App(r, w) must be computable 
and representable in a general data structure to be used by the compiler components 
R, 6, and M. We use semantic trees to represent Def (r, w), Dec(r, w), and App(r, w) 
during the compilation process, whose nodes are tuples (arity,symbol,plist) where: 
l arity = 0 if the node is a leaf, arity>O is the number of the node’s children if the 
node is interior, and arity = @ if the node is not yet part of a tree; 
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l symbol is the lexical name of a constant or a variable when the node is a leaf, or 
the lexical name of a semantic operation when the node is interior; 
a plist is a list of semantic properties such as type, value, scope, extent, target, etc., 
or it is @ when the semantic properties of the node are unknown. 
The nodes are initially obtained from the scanner as tuples (@, symbol, @). We use 
the notation n.arity, n.symbol, n.plist.property, to refer to the components of a node n 
of a semantic tree. A node n of a semantic tree is evaluated if none of its components 
or properties is @; the node IZ is partially evaluated if at least one of its components or 
properties is @. A semantic tree is evaluated if all its nodes are evaluated, otherwise 
it is unevaluated. 
The semantic trees Def(r, w), Dec(r, w), and App(r,w) are constructed by G by 
expanding the macro-operations Def(r), Dee(r), App(r) attached to r when r is used 
by 72 to recognize the construct w. For that Def(r), Dee(r), and App(r) are expressed 
using a tree constructor, Tree(n0, ~21,. . , nk ) which builds the tree whose root is the 
node no and whose children are the nodes nl ,n2,. . . , nk, that may be roots of some other 
trees. Tree(n) denotes the tree rooted at n. If it is not a tree then Tree(n) constructs 
the tree rooted at n consisting of one node labeled n whose arity is 0. 
The evaluation of the semantic trees Def(r, w), Dec(r, w), App(r, w) is performed 
by 6 during the semantic tree construction by semantic actions carried out on the 
nodes of the tree components. These semantic actions are performed by a tree eval- 
uator, EvaZ( p, n1, . . . ,nk) which computes the property p of the nodes in the trees 
rooted nl , . . . , nk. For example, EvaZ( type, Dec(@l ), App((&)) computes the types of 
the nodes in the tree App(@2) having as labels symbols declared in Dec(@r ). Exam- 
ples showing macro-expressions of the semantic trees of valid constructs specified by 
various kinds of rules frequently found in (X(L) follow: 
D = IdList :T//Dec(@o) = Tree(Tree(dec), Tree(@,), Tree(@J2)) 
A = Var := Expr//App(@o) = Tree(Tree(assign), Tree(@l), Tree(@z)) 
B = begin DL; SL end//Dec(@o) = Dec(@1); App(@o) = App(@2); 
Eval(type, Dec(@o ), APP(@O 1) 
5.2.1. The abstract parse tree 
The data structure used by G to record the abstract syntax of a source language 
construct w is the abstract parse tree of w, denoted Apt(w). The root of Apt(w) is 
labeled by the rule r used by R to recognize w, and contains complete information 
about Def(r,w), Dec(r,w), and App(r, w), The children of the root of Apt(w) are 
Apt(wi), 1 6 i 6 n, where Wi, 1 did n, are syntactic components of w, as seen in Fig. 6. 
The construction of the semantic data representation is performed in two steps: first 
the abstract parse tree of the construct recognized by R is generated, and then the data 
representations of Def(r, w), Dec(r, w), and App(r, w) are constructed and superposed 
over the root of Apt(w). 
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The construction of Apt(w) is initiated by R. A construct w = towit . . . wntn speci- 
fied by the rule Y, with &s(r) = toAttt . . .A,&,,, is identified by the recognizer R (see 
Section 5.4) precisely when R has already identified all the components Wi E [Ai], 
1 <i <n, and the context of w in the text matches the context of Y which is precom- 
puted at compiler generation time [33]. When w is recognized as a valid construct, 
the compiler reduces its representation to a pointer to Apt(w). In other words, if all 
wi, 1 <i <n, have been reduced to the abstract parse trees Apt(wi) rooted at nodes 
Ui, 1 di <n, then w is reduced to the abstract parse tree rooted at r which is ei- 
ther a leaf, when rhs(r) contains no nonterminal symbols, or is an interior node of 
arity n, where IZ is the number of nonterminals that occur in r/~(r), whose chil- 
dren are the abstract parse trees Apt(wi), 1 <i<n. If the rule Y recognizing w is 
IhS(V) = to Zh(r, ) tl . . . tj- 1 IhS(Yj) ti . . . &-I IAs tt2 and wi E [Ihs(ri)], 1 <i<n, have 
been recognized, then the abstract parse tree of w is as seen in Fig. 6. 
5.2.2. Superposing semantics trees over the abstract parse tree 
The root as well as each interior node of the abstract parse tree in Fig. 6 contains a 
triple (Def, Dee, App) where Def, Dee, and App represent the semantic components of 
the construct specified by the rule labeling the node. The semantic components of the 
constructs recognized by R are represented by the abstract syntax trees of their textua1 
representations, and the data structure used by G to represent each of these components 
is a triple (Tab, Tree, LL), shown in Fig. 7, where Tab is a table collecting the names 
Fig. 6. Abstract parse tree of the text tow, fi-1 wit,. t,-lwntn. 
List of symbols ,-, 
Fig. 7. Semantic data representation. 
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defined or declared in that component, Tree is the abstract syntax tree of the semantic 
component it represents, and LL is the linked list of leaves in Tree whose semantic 
properties (such as type and scope) are not yet computed. We refer to these components 
of the semantic tree by X Tab, X. Tree, X LL where X is Def, Dee, or App. 
For a construct w which is semantically simple we have: if w is a definition then by 
evaluation the triple (Def, Dee, App) degenerates to (Def, 0, a), where DeJTab is the 
type table of the types defined by w and Def. Tree = Def. LL = 8; if w is a declaration 
then by evaluation the triple (Def, Dee, App) degenerates to (8, Dee, 8) where Dec. Tab 
is the symbol table of the symbols declared by w and Dec. Tree = Dec. LL = 0; if w is 
an application then by evaluation the triple (Def, Dee, App) degenerates to (0,0, App), 
where App. Tree is the root of the abstract syntax tree whose leaves are tuples of the 
form (O,symbol,plist) and App.Tab = App. LL = 0. If w is semantically composed then 
DeJ Tab is the type table of the types defined by w, Dec. Tab is the symbol table of 
the constants and variables declared by w, and App. Tree is the abstract syntax tree of 
the computation performing state transition determined by w. The types of the names 
in Dec. Tab are type names in DejI Tab or otherwise in the TS database, and the scope 
of the names in Dec. Tab is App. Tree. Hence, typing and scoping algorithms can be 
applied componentwise, in parallel with the recognizer R. As a simple example of a 
data structure constructed by G we consider the scoping of variable names in a block 
structured language defined by the BNF rules where cat means concatenation: 
(1) B = begin DL;SL end //Dec(@o) = Dec(@1); App(@~) = App(@); 
Eva&type, Dec(@o), APP(@O >> 
(2) SL = SW/APP(@O) = Tree(Tree(cat), App(@l ),APP(@)) 
(3) SL = ~//APP(@o) = APP(@I ) 
(4) DL = DL,D//Dec(@o) = Tree(Tree(cat), Dec(@l), Dec(@z)) 
(5) DL = D//Dec(@o) = Dec(@l ) 
(6) S = W/APP(@O) = APP(@I ) 
(7) S =N/APP(@o) = APP(@I) 
(8) D = type: id//Dec(@o) = Tree(Tree(dec), Tree(@,), Tree(@z)) 
(9) A=id:=E//App(@o)= Tree(Tree(assign),Tree(@1),App(@)) 
A sample valid language construct specified by these rules is 
begin real x; begin integer x; x := 4 end, x := 3.14 end 
whose abstract parse tree is in Fig. 8. To show the relationship between the abstract 
parse tree and the derivation tree we put the h(r) as the subscript of the rule number 
labeling each node. The semantic trees constructed by 6 and superposed on the abstract 
parse tree in Fig. 8 are shown in Fig. 9. In this figure we evaluated the abstract syntax 
tree components of the semantic trees at each node and compressed the reductions 
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Fig. 9. Semantic data structure of a block structured program. 
B 2 S 5 SL to B -+SL and DL 5 D to DL. This allows us to identify the semantic 
trees with their fields in the tuple (Def, Dee, App) and their children with the left- 
hand side of the rule specifying the construct component at the node, and thus to 
simplify the figure. Note especially that the rule for a block is responsible for taking 
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the declarations from DL and using them on SL, the application part of the block, in 
an attempt to resolve any undefined symbols. 
Different kinds of constructs (definitions, declarations, applications) are treated differ- 
ently by the compiler, yet using the same data structure. When a definition is recognized 
the algebraic compiler constructs the type descriptor, TD, of the new defined type and 
updates the TS database, linking the TD on the list associated with its constructor. 
Type names and pointers to their descriptors in the TS are preserved in a type table 
associated with the construct where the definition is made. This is done during the 
evaluation of Def semantic trees. The objects of a declaration are maintained in a 
symbol table attached to the construct that uses that declaration as a component. The 
entries of this table contain pointers to the type tables where the types of their symbols 
are defined. This is done when the semantic trees Dee are evaluated. For uniformity, a 
definition can be considered and can be treated as a declaration whose type is the type 
descriptor of the type constructor used for that definition. An application is evaluated 
by walking its abstract syntax tree App and evaluating each node updating the tuples 
(arity,symbol,plist). When a node n is an operator, n.plist. type is the type of value 
(set of types of values, if the operator is polymorphic), and n.plist.uaZue is the proce- 
dure (set of procedures) producing values of that type. Note that the type descriptor 
of each type in the TS database has a pointer to its first object. The objects of a type 
constructor are types. Thus, the compiler can link all elements of a given type on the 
list of objects of that type which is maintained by the type system and thus survives 
the execution of the compiler. Hence, this mechanism can easily handle debugging 
information. 
5.3. Type, scope, and extent 
From a semantic viewpoint the computational objects denoted by source language 
constructs exist as instances of some data types in time and space. The time existence of 
these objects is determined by their availability with a given meaning in different states 
of the transition system represented by the program; the space availability of these ob- 
jects is determined by the program text where these language constructs are visible. The 
sequence of transitions where a language construct is available with the same meaning 
is called the extent of that language construct; the program text where a language con- 
struct is visible with the same meaning is called the scope of that language construct. 
Neither the extent nor the scope of various language constructs are explicitly provided 
by their specification rules. Therefore, during the compilation process, the compiler 
determines both the extent and the scope of the language construct whose validity is 
currently being recognized based on ad-hoc rules. These rules do not belong to the pro- 
gramming language syntax specification. They are determined by the structure of the 
language construct expressed in terms of the kind of components (definition, declara- 
tion, and application) it takes. For example, in a block structured language it is usually 
assumed that a construct defined by a rule of the form Block = Declaration; Statement 
also specifies that the scope of the constants and variables declared in the Declaration 
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part is the program text represented by the Statement part of the construct. A construct 
specified by a function definition of the form Function = Name Parameters Body may 
also define the scope of the names used in the Parameters part as the text represented 
by the Body. The extent of the constants and variables used in the Body may be 
defined as the life of the process that will perform this function and is implemented 
by the activation record of the Name, AR(Name). Consequently, the properties of a 
language construct that provide information regarding the extent and the scope of the 
objects manipulated by that construct are implicitly associated with the left hand side 
of the specification rules of that language construct. We make these properties explicit 
using the semantic trees Def, Dee, and App and provide formal definitions of the type, 
scope, and extent. For that, consider a construct w specified by r E CS(L), and its se- 
mantic trees Def(r,w), Dec(r, w), App( r, w) constructed and attached to the root r of 
the abstract parse tree of w. The evaluation of these trees is performed by a generic 
algorithm that traverses them and interacts with the TS data base thus resulting in each 
node being labeled by a mple (arity,symbol,plist) defined as seen in Section 5.2. The 
type and scope of w can be defined as follows: 
if root(App.Tree(r, w)).plist.type = t then type (w) = t 
Vx E Dec.Tab(r, w) [scope(x) = App.Tree(r, w)] 
The procedures for scope computation bind each type defined in Def (r,w) to its 
usage in Dec(r,w) and each symbol declared in Dec(r, w) to its usage in App(r, w) 
and are called the scope computation, Since the result of these procedures is the trans- 
formation of the leaves in Def(r, w), Dec(r, w) and App(r,w) into symbols, they are 
also called procedures for leaves promotion to symbols. The compositional manner of 
the compiler operation assures that the scope of a name computed by these procedures 
is the declaration part of the smallest valid construct that contains a definition of that 
name or the application part of the smallest valid construct that contains a declaration of 
that name. Thus, this approach provides a general mechanism for symbol management 
where the global symbol table used by a conventional compiler is replaced by the local 
symbol tables Def. Tab(r, w), Dec. Tab(r, w) associated with each syntactically valid 
construct w. 
The type of w is determined by two traversals of App. Tree(r,w), either bottom- 
up, propagating the type of the children to the parent, and then top-down propagat- 
ing the type of the parent to its children, or vice-versa. The bottom-up traversal can 
be applied when all elements in App.LL(r,w) have been promoted to symbols, i.e., 
when App.LL(r, w) = 8, and the top-down traversal can be applied when the type of 
the root of App. Tree(r, w) is known. If these top-down and bottom-up (or bottom- 
up and top-down) type propagations result in each node n of App. Tree(r, w) having 
n.plist.type = t, where t is a type, then w is well-typed; otherwise a type error can be 
announced. 
The extent computation is based on providing the process as a type constructor 
in the TS. That is, we assume that there are rules in CS(L) that specify constructs 
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representing process definitions, declarations of variables that take processes as values, 
and process applications that are language constructs that start, control, and terminate 
processes. To accomplish this we use the concept of a process defined by a tuple 
Process = (Processor, Algorithm, Status) (see Section 2.1) where Processor represents 
an agent, for example a physical processor, that can execute operations, Algorithm 
is an expression in the language of the Processor, and Status is the stage of the 
Algorithm execution. Hence, we can associate various specification rules r with the 
semantic macro-operations Def(r) that evaluate to a process whose processor is defined 
by the semantic interpretation of the construct components of the constructs specified 
by r, whose algorithm is the construct specified by r, and whose status is not active. 
Examples of constructs used as the Algorithm part of a process are function and 
procedure specifications. The semantic trees of language constructs w specified by 
rules r handling processes are manipulated as follows: 
l If r is a rule that specifies constructs w that can be taken as process definitions then 
Def(r,w) is evaluated to a type process whose descriptor is generated as a process 
data representation in the TS database. For example, if r is a rule that specifies a 
function f then (Proc(f), AR(f), Body(f)) can be generated as the process data 
representation, where Proc(f) is the entry point of the code implementing f. 
l If r is a rule that specifies constructs w that can be taken as process declarations 
then Dec(r, w) binds w to an instance of the process definition in the TS in the 
scope where it occurs. This is similar to function declaration in C. 
l The semantic operators associated with the rules that specify constructs that start 
processes evaluate to the code that initiates the process execution; the semantic 
operators associated with the rules that specify constructs that terminate processes 
evaluate to the code that removes process variables from the current environment; 
the semantic operators associated with the rules that specify constructs that represent 
process control operations are treated as operations on process type objects. 
The extent of a construct w is a dynamic entity that can be defined as the sequence 
of transitions performed by a process whose algorithm contains a declaration of w. 
Hence, the textual representation of the extent of w can be defined by the formula: 
if type(x) =process A w E Dec.Tab(r,x) then extent(w) = App. Tree(r,x)) 
5.4. Compositional recognition of valid language constructs 
In this section we discuss the algorithm that allows the compiler to recognize the 
validity of its source language constructs in terms of the validity of their components. 
We use the term recognition rather than parsing to emphasize the difference between 
a conventional parsing algorithm, which can parse and analyze one single class of 
valid language constructs, usually called programs in a programming language, ver- 
sus the recognizer R of an algebraic compiler, which parses and recognizes any valid 
language construct of the language and discovers its abstract parse tree and its equiv- 
alence class. The compositional behavior of this algorithm is based on the capabil- 
ity of the algebraic compiler to handle equivalence classes of language constructs as 
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well as the constructs themselves. In other words, if Y E U(L), where r has the form 
A0 = toAl t1 . . . t,,-IA&,, then the syntactic interpretation of r as an algebraic operation 
tot1 . . . tn : [Al] x . . . x [An] -+ [Ao] allows R to interpret the string to[Al]tl . . . G-1 LGltn 
as the representative of the class of valid language constructs [Ao] specified by the 
rule r. Each element of this class has the form tow1 tl . ..tn_lWntn forWiE[Ai], l<i<n. 
Let us denote by [A], the class of those valid language constructs that belong to [A] 
and are specified by the rule r. Then the right hand side of r is interpreted by R as 
the representative of the equivalence class [Ihs(r)],. We simplify this notation allow- 
ing nonterminals to be used both as variables names and as sets of valid language 
constructs they represent, thus using toA 1 tl . . . tn_lA,tn as a representative of Ao. 
Now we develop a procedure that ‘dr E CS(L), &s(r) = toAl tl . _. tn-lA,t,, and string 
w=fY. tpllt~ . . . tn-lA,t, 1, allows ‘R to decide whether the portion toAl tl . . . tn-1A,t,, of 
w is the representative of the class [Uzs(r)],, i.e., whether this portion of w is specified 
by rule r. This procedure is based on structuring the specification rules G’S(L) as 
a language space [33] which allows us to preprocess the specification CS(L) and to 
compute the context set, C(r), and the noncontext set, N(r), for each r E CS(L), which 
have the following properties: 
1. if (x, y) E C(r) and if w = CI x towltl . . . tn_lwntn y /3 is a valid construct of the 
language then the portion tow1 tl . . . tn_l w,t, of w is specified by the rule r, that is, 
towltl . . . t,_lw,t, E [h(r)],. 
2. if (x, y) EN(r) and ‘f 1 w = c1 x tow1 tl . . . t,,-lwntn y /I is a valid construct of the 
language then the portion tow1 tl . . . t,+lw,t, of w is not specified by r, that is, 
towltl . . . tn_lwntn #[h(r)],. 
Various algorithms that compute the sets C(r) and N(r) for each r E U’(L) are de- 
scribed in [27,29,33]. 
Let A(r) =C(r) flN(r) for each r E CS(L). If d(r) = 0 for each r E U(L) then 
C(r) and N(r) are disjoint sets and one of these sets (usually the smaller) suffices 
as the decision mechanism used by the recognizer ‘R. If however d(r) # 0 for some 
r E CS(L) it means that for each (x, y) E d(r) there are strings w E V&,) of the form 
w = a x &s(r) y j3 = a’ n rh(r’) y ,@ whose process of reduction to their equivalence 
class can continue either by replacing the occurrence of the &s(r) in w by the lhs(r) 
or by the replacement of the occurrence of rhs(r’) by Zhs(r’) where r # r’. Thus, if 
w is recognized as valid then it has at least two different derivation trees, that is, if 
d(r) # 8 the language is ambiguous. Knaack [ 191 has shown that one can determine 
relations among the rules in C’S(L) which allow the compositional recognizer of an 
algebraic compiler to operate as desired even when the language is ambiguous. 
To give a formal presentation of ‘R an ordering relation on C’S(L) that allows 
the algorithm R to operate bottom-up must be constructed. To define this order- 
ing relation we denote by Dam(r) the set of nonterminals that occur in h(r), i.e., 
Dam(r) = {Ai ) &s(r) = a Ai /?}, w h ere a and /? may be E. With this notation we can 
partition the specification set U(L) into subsets Ro,Rl,. . . ,R,, where the number m 
is an intrinsic property of CS(L), that allow the recognizer to operate in a bottom-up 
fashion. The subsets Ri and the functions Ihs(Ri), 0 <i <m, are defined as follows: 
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1. Ro={rER~Dom(r)=0}; 
Zhs(Ro)= {Zhs(r)IvERo}. 
Zhs(Ri)= {Zhs(r) / r~Ri}, 1 <i<m. 
Using this decomposition of CS(L) and the sets C(r), N(r), and d(r), for each 
r E C,S’(L), the compositional algorithm R that recognizes constructs specified by CL?(L) 
in terms of their components takes as the input a strings w and can be formulated as 
follows: 
for j=O,l,...,m 
for i=O,l,...,j 
for each r E Ri 
for each a,~, y, y,/I such that w = CI x y y b 
if y matches rhs(r) then 
if (x, y) @d(r) and (x, y) E C(r) then w := a x Zhs(r) y /3; 
else do nothing; 
else do nothing; 
if w E I’,, then Accept else Diagnose(w) 
This algorithm is naturally parallel in the sense that all patterns rhs(r), r E C!?(L), can 
be searched in parallel in the input w. The complexity of this algorithm is O(n) [19], 
though depending upon C’S(L) the constant of proportionality could be of the order 
of lo6 [29]. The average time of the algorithm for an input string of II symbols is 
n * lug(n) and the worst case is the n2. 
To bring down the constant of proportionality and to reduce the average and the 
worst case behavior of R to linear time with the length of the input string, we used 
the relationship between the rules in the classes Ro, RI , , . , , R, to compute constructive 
and repetition depths [29] associated with the classes Rj, 0 <j <m. The constructive 
depth of Rj is the class &, for the smallest k, that satisfies the property: 3r E Rj, r’ E Rk 
such that Zhs(r’) l Dom(r). The repetition depth of Rj is the class Ri, for the small- 
est i, that satisfies the property: 3 E Rj, rr E Ri such that Zhs(r) f Dom(r’). The rep- 
etition depth allows us to control the pattern matching operation after a match with 
rhs(r),r E Rj, to the class Ri, which is the repetition depth of Rj, rather than to Ro, 
and thus we remove the loop by i from the algorithm. The constructive and repetition 
depths have been generalized in [ 191 and lead to a new version of the above algorithm 
where patterns rhs(r) do not glide over the input w, rather are directly positioned 
over that portion of w which can potentially be matched by rhs(r). This is obtained 
by constructing a relation + on U(L) that assures that a construct specified by r1 
can be a component of a construct specified by r-2 only if r1 % r2. The relation 4 is 
defined as follows: rl+ r-2 Ed Zhs(rl) E Dom(r2). Assume that for each r E U(L) we 
compute the set Next(r) = {(r’, k) 1 r + r’ A rhs(r’)[k] = Zhs(r)}. Now we can organize 
rules U(L) in two classes, Ro and the rest of the rules, that is Uy=,Ri. It is obvious that 
Ron (IJz,Ri) = 8. Using the notation w[p..q] for the substring w[p]w[p + 11.. . w[q] 
of the string w, n(s) for the length of the string s, and B for a stack implementing a 
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multiset which initially is empty, the compositional recognition algorithm R is: 
for each r E Ro 
for each CI,X, y, y, /3 such that w = c1 x y y p 
if y matches rhs(r) then 
if (x, y) $ A(r) and (x, y) E C(r) then 
begin w := CI x Zhs(r) y /I; Push((r,2(a x)),B) end 
else do nothing; 
else do nothing; 
while (B # 0) 
let (r, p) := Top(B); Pop(B); 
for each (r’, k) E Next(r) 
if w[p - k.d(rhs(r’))] matches rhs(r’) A w = CI x rhs(r’) y /? then 
if (x, y) $ A(r’) A (x, y) E C(r’) then 
begin w := c( x Zhs(r’) y 8; Push((r’, ,?(a x)),B) end 
else do nothing; 
else do nothing; 
if w E V, then Accept else Diagnose(w) 
The first for loop of R is a parallel pattern matching algorithm that uses as patterns 
only rules from IL!0 that are glided along the input string w and therefore it is called 
the gliding part of the recognizer R and is denoted by %?o. Whenever a match is 
found, Ro updates the input string as previously R did, and in addition, collects 
information in the stack B to be used by the second part of the algorithm. The while 
loop is a parallel pattern matching algorithm that does not glide patterns over the string. 
Rather, it positions patterns over those portions of the input string w where a match 
could potentially be found. Therefore this part of the algorithm is called the jumping 
part of the recognizer ‘R and is denoted by RJ. 
The implementation of this algorithm raises two problems. The first problem occurs 
when the substitution of a Zhs(r) for an occurrence of the string rhs(r) in w at position 
p is required and i(rhs(r)) > 1. Since in this case the string w shortens, each tuple 
(r,q) E B where q > p, i.e., q is a position in w to the right of the position of Zhs(r), 
must be updated decreasing q by the distance q - p which corresponds with the shifting 
of the symbols in w, in order that they continue to point to the proper location. The 
solution is not to shorten w, but instead to fill it with a “delete” symbol that indicates 
that the original symbols have been deleted. Then all pattern-matching performed by 
RJ must skip these delete symbols. This eliminates the need to modify the information 
in the bag B. The second problem is raised by matching w as modified by assignments 
w := LX x Zhs(r’) y /3 after previous matches, with a rhs(r) where more than one 
nonterminal occurs in it. For each nonterminal in rhs(r), and consequently in w, there 
is one tuple (r’, k) E B where r’ E Next(r) and w[k] = Zhs(r). Assume that rhs(r) has 
k >, 2 nonterminals and a match is found. Then by reducing the matched portion of w to 
the Zhs(r) there will be k - 1 tuples in B pointing to (now nonexistent) nonterminals 
in w. The problem is how to locate and invalidate these tuples. Using the “delete” 
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Table 1 
Context and noncontext sets of R, 
r0 
rl 
r2 
r3 
f-4 
E=T 
E=E+T 
T=F 
T=T*F 
F = id 
C(ro)= {KS,+), KS)} 
C(r1) = {(es i-j, (6 $)I 
C(r2)={(+,d,($,d) 
W3)={(+,d,@,d) 
C(r4)= {(*,d, (+,d, C&E)) 
N(ro)= {(+,e), (e,*)} 
wI)={(E,*)) 
N(r2)= {(*,E)) 
N(r3)=‘8 
N(r4) = 0 
Table 2 
The behavior of R 
Step w Tuple B 
1. id + id * id 
2. F + id * id 
3. F+F*id 
4. F+F*F 
5. T+F*F 
6. T+T*F 
I. T+T*F 
8. E+T*F 
9. E+TAA 
10. EAAAA 
11. EAAAA 
b-4,1) 
b-4.3) 
b-4.5) 
b-2,1) 
b-2.3) 
(ro, 1) 
(ro, 3) 
$4>lN) 
(b-4, I), (r4,3)) 
((14, I), (r4,3), b-4,5)) 
{(r4,3), b-4,5), (f-2,1)) 
{(r4,5).h l),b-2,3)) 
{(f-2,1), @2,3)1 
(b-2.3). (ro,l)) 
(b-0, IL h-3.3)) 
{(r0,3)) 
0 
symbols in w rather than reducing its matched portion the solution is simple: before 
attempting a match, RJ makes sure that the matched position does not contain a deleted 
symbol. If it does, RJ aborts the match and continues with another tuple. 
To illustrate this algorithm we consider the specification R, of arithmetic expressions 
that contain no parentheses. Table 1 shows these rules together with their contexts 
and noncontexts sets. The symbol “$” represents the begin-of-string when in the left 
element of a context pair or the end-of-string when found in the right element of the 
context pair. The behavior of the algorithm is shown in Table 2 using w = id + id * id 
as the input string. The column w of this table contains the form of the string w as 
it is transformed; the column B shows the contents of B; the column Tuple displays 
the tuple most recently retrieved from B; the deleted symbol is denoted A. Steps l-4 
are performed by 77,~ and the steps 5-l 1 are performed by RJ. The symbols of w 
are numbered from 1 to 5 (the 0th and the 6th symbol are the begin-of-string and 
end-of-string symbol $, not shown). 
5.5. Compositional code generation 
The code generation of an algebraic 
target language allows us to specify the 
compiler is based on the assumption that the 
target image of the source language constructs 
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compositionally, by target macro-operations. This assumption is consistent with our 
view on programming languages and can be rephrased in algebraic terms by stating 
that the source language syntax algebra, Syn,, can be embedded into the target lan- 
guage syntax algebra, Synt, by derived operations [7,6]. Derived operations are used 
as an algebraic mechanism for code generation in an algebraic compiler based on the 
algorithms for (generalized) homomorphism computation as shown in [ 14,3 11. From 
a practical viewpoint, i.e., in the engineering of an algebraic compiler, this statement 
can be further rephrased in programming terms, by requiring the target language to be 
provided with a macro-facility [43] that allows the compiler specifier to program the 
code generation activity of the compiler. Such a facility is obtained by assuming that 
the target language is provided with semantic macro-operations [20,30,21] and with 
a macro-processor, M, provided with its own arithmetic and logic power. 
Macro-operations are parameterized target language constructs associated with the 
specification rules r E CS(L), rhs(r) = toAt tt . . . t,_lA,t,. We use the symbol @, ac- 
companied by indices if necessary, to stand for the formal parameters used by macro- 
operations, and denote by D(r)(@t,@,. . . , (ii&) the macro-operation that specifies 
the target representation of the source language constructs of the class [Z/X(~)],. For 
a source language construct w E [Zhs(r)],.,w = towltl . . . t,_lw,,t,,,wi E [Ai], 1 <i<n, and 
T(wi) the target images of the source language construct components wi, 1 d i dn, the 
macro-processor M takes T(wt ), T(w~), . . . , T(w,) as actual parameters and expands 
the macro-operation D(T)( @I, @2,. . . , @,, ) into a target language construct 
T(w)=MPG-)(@1,@2,. . . ,@A T(w), Vw2),.. . , T(K)) 
called the target image of w. However, M does not perform a simple text replace- 
ment as it does when it handles syntax macros. Rather, the actions performed by M 
are semantically controlled, in the sense that M assures that type, scope, and extent 
of T(MQ), 1 <i Gn, are the target representations of type, scope, and extent of the 
wi, 1 <i <n, and that type, scope, and extent of T(w) are correctly constructed accord- 
ing to the rules specified in D(r)(@t , @2,. . . , GJn) [36]. That is, the target images of the 
source language constructs in the equivalence class [Zhs(r)],, As(r) = toAlt1 .. . tn-,A&,, 
are expressed in terms of the target images of the construct components in the equiv- 
alence classes [Al], [AZ], .. . , [An], respectively. 
For each Y E CA’(L) the properties of the target language images specified by r are 
manipulated according to the syntax rules of the target language and the structure of 
the macro-operation D(r), explicitly associated with the source language specification 
rule Y. Thus, each source language specification rule Zhs(r) = &s(r); [Def(T), ][Dec(r),] 
[App(r)] is mapped into a compiler specification rule of the form Zhs(r)=rhs(r)// 
[&f(r); IPec@); I[APP(~); l//W). T o simplify notation and focus on the seman- 
tic properties of the target images, here we use the operator S(r) to denote the 
macro-operations defining the semantics of the constructs specified by r, i.e., S(r) = 
(oef(r),oec(r),App(r)), d an write the compiler specification rule Zhs(r) = rhs(r); S(r), 
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D(r) in the form: 
Zhs (Y) = toA[tt . . . tn_,Ant,,ll S(r) 
P1(@o)=E1(@1,@2,...,@n) 
. . . 
P,(@o)=~~(@1,@2,...,@n) 
Here Pt,Pl,..., P, are semantic properties of the target language images of the con- 
structs specified by Y E U(L) and E,,E2,. . . , E, are well formed parameterized 
expressions using target language syntax, that are expanded by M into valid target 
language constructs. For implementation reasons we use keywords to denote the prop- 
erties Pt,Pz,..., P,. The expressions E1,E2,. . . , E, are constructed using three kinds 
of computation mechanisms supported by M: functions, that compute the values of 
semantic properties they take as arguments, pseudo-operations, that allow the compiler 
constructor to control the actions performed by M while expanding macro-operations, 
and target language constructors, such as definitions, declarations, and applications, 
making up the target language expressions of the images they represent. Note that this 
mechanism of compiler specification allows multiple target image specifications to be 
associated with the same class of source language constructs. That is, the same recog- 
nizer R and generator B of the source language can control as many macro-processors 
MI, M2,. . . , M, as necessary. Therefore a complete compiler specification rule has 
the form 
The expressions El, E2, . . . , E, that make up the body of a macro-operation D(r) must 
be computable in terms of the properties of the target construct components denoted 
by the formal parameters @I, (92,. . . , @,,, Since the target language of a compiler 
could be itself the source language of another compiler, the semantic properties of 
the source language and target language actually are universal semantic properties of 
valid language constructs that allow (1) compositional program development by the 
programmer, (2) compositional program recognition and generation by the compiler, 
and (3) compositional program execution by the operating system. As a result of our 
experience with the development of a comprehensive set of semantic properties to 
be used for automatic program generation from specification, we have classified these 
properties in two groups: abstract properties and concrete properties. 
The abstract properties are type, scope, extent, standard, and mode. Type, scope, 
and extent have been discussed in Section 5.3. The standard of a construct is an 
abstraction that allows the compiler specifier to instruct the compiler with respect to the 
programmer perception of the computation encapsulated in that language construct, and 
can be used for optimization matters such as generating parallel code and controlling 
the granularity of the parallel processes. The mode of an image is an abstraction that 
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allows the compiler specifier to instruct the compiler with respect to the stage of that 
image development (erroneous, partial, total), the explicit flow of information among 
the components, and the portability and reusability of the image in the environment of 
other images [36]. 
The concrete properties represent resources manipulated by the constructs, objects 
imported and exported by the construct, and all sort of other textual properties of 
the construct that depend upon the graphic representation of the target language. For 
example, when an assembly language is the target, such properties could be the sec- 
tion of assembly language code representing an image, machine registers used by that 
section of code, temporary variables used as labels in that section of code, the result 
location of the computation specified by the image, entry and exit points. Other target 
languages may require the specification of other concrete properties of the target im- 
ages. The compiler specification rules are illustrated by the following rule specifying 
the code generation of an expression in the assembly language of the IBM RS/6000 
system. 
E =E + T//APP(@o) = Tree(+,A~~(@l),App(@2))ll 
standard: { Arithmetic - Expression }; 
mode: #if($mode(@l) = total A $mode(@2) = total) 
then total else partial; 
type: #zf($type(@l)=$type(@2)) then $type(@l) else Error; 
rep: $code(@l );
$code(@h ); 
.exit a $res(@i), $Yes(@2), G-es(@); 
$FreReg( @2); 
#MacEnd; 
res: $res( @I ); 
entry: $entry(@1); 
exit: .exit 
The target language properties are denoted by boldface keywords, functions comput- 
ing semantic properties are prefixed by $, pseudo-operations controlling the behavior 
of macro-processor are prefixed by #, “.exit” is a label, and “a” is the mnemonic of 
the addition operation. 
The construct specification rules CS(L), are preprocessed by the language analysis 
system, LAS [33], that validates them, maps the semantic and target macro-operations 
to their internal form, computes the context, noncontext, and ambiguity sets, and finally 
organizes them into the table of universal scheme of operations, TWO(L). Each rule 
r E CS(L) has an entry in TWO(L) which specifies completely the rule, its equivalence 
class for the recognizer, its successors for RJ, the macro-operations associated with 
it, and the context, noncontext, and ambiguity sets, as seen in Fig. 10, where S(r) 
denotes the macro-operations defining the source language semantics of the constructs 
recognized by r and D(r) denotes the (derived-) macro-operations defining the target 
language images of the constructs recognized by r. 
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6. Integrating components of an algebraic compiler 
The algebraic methodology for the implementation of a compiler consists of two 
steps. In the first step the following specification activities are performed in parallel, 
while using the appropriate supporting tools: 
l Develop the lexicon specification rules M(L) as seen in Section 3 and run the 
ScanGen on U(L) to generates the scanner. 
l Develop the type specification rules E(L) as seen in section 4 and run TypeZnit 
on E?(L) to generate the language database T’(L). 
l Develop the BNF component of the construct specification rules CL?(L) and run 
the language analysis system, LAS, on CA’(L) to validate it and to compute con- 
text, noncontext, and ambiguity sets. In parallel, for each rule r E C,S(L) design the 
macro-operations that determine the semantics of the constructs specified by that 
rule Y and the macro-operations that generate the target images of the constructs 
specified by Y. Note, one can use this system to develop the syntax of the lan- 
guage constructs, the syntax and the semantics of the language constructs, or the 
syntax, the semantics, and the target image of the language constructs. When CS(L) 
is validated, context, noncontext, and ambiguity sets are computed, and each rule 
r E C’?(L) has its semantic and target macro-operations associated with it, run again 
LAS, on CS(L) to generate TUSO(L), whose entries are as shown in Fig. 10. 
l Develop integrating procedures of the data structures TSDb(L), ScanTub( and 
TWO(L). These procedures examine the consistency of the lexicon data constructed 
by ScanGen with the types names in TSDb(L) generated by TypeZnit, and the lexical 
elements identified by LAS in the rules CS(L). 
The second step consists of running the integrating procedures developed above on 
the data structures ScanTub( TSDb(L), and TUSO(L). These procedures are applied 
repeatedly until these data structures are consistent. 
The algebraic compiler is the tuple C = (R, 6, M) where the algorithms R, 9, and 
M are controlled by the data structure TUSO(L), and are mathematically integrated as 
follows: 
1. R recognizes the source language constructs w = tow1 tl . . . tn_l w,,t,, specified by the 
BNF rules r : A0 + toA 1 tl . . .&-IA,,&, where each wi is a valid source language con- 
struct of syntax category Ai, 1 <i <n, and maps them into the syntax category Ao. 
This is performed bottom-up, starting with the rules r such that Dam(r) = 0, and 
continues according to the order relation defined by LAS on the rules in CS(L). 
2. $7 constructs the abstract parse tree, Apt(w), Fig. 6, of the constructs w recognized 
by R, expands the macro-operations Def(r),Dec(r), and App(r) into the semantic 
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trees Def(r, w),Dec(r, w), App(r, w), and evaluates and superposes these trees on 
Apt(w). R and 6 may perform in parallel. 
3. Let T(wi) be the target language images of the components wj, 1 <i dn, of the 
construct w recognized by R, and z)(r) be the target macro-operation (i.e., the 
derived operation) associated with the specification rule r. The image of w in Lt is 
obtained by expanding the macro-operation Z)(r) using the images T(wi), 1 di Gn, 
as actual parameters, that is, T(w) = M(D(r)(T(wl), . . . , T(w,)). 
Let P be an input to the compiler C. Assume that P has been constructed by the 
scanner (see Section 3) from a source text by mapping each lexical element into its 
lexical name Nk and then associating with it a leaf denoted by @k; thus P has the 
following form 
Here so,st,...,s, are either empty or components of operator names tot1 . . .t,, deter- 
mined by rules r E CS(L), r : A -+ toA,tl . . . t,,- IA,&, used to generate P as a ground 
term of the syntax algebra of the source language, and NO, Nt , . . . N, are lexical tokens 
specifying constants and variables. During the process that recognizes P as a valid 
source language construct and that maps the recognized construct into the target image 
T(P), 72, 6, and M interact by using the source language specification rules r and the 
macro-operations S(r) and 2)(r), by the following protocol: 
1. For each tuple (r : A -+ toA 1 tl . . . t,,_lA,t,; S(v); D(r)),72 interprets the &s(v) as a pat- 
tern to be searched in P, ignoring the parameters embedded in P. When an occurrence 
of the &s(r) is discovered in P, i.e., P = CI x toAltl . . . tn- IA,&, y /?, and the context 
(x, y) surrounding &s(r) in P determines that this portion of P is specified by r, 
then that portion of P can be replaced by the Zhs(r) while preserving the syntac- 
tic validity of P, i.e., P is transformed into P’ = CL n /As(r) y 0. This operation is 
denoted by R(r). 
2. For each tuple (r : A -+ toAl tl . . . tn-,Ant,,S(r),Z)(r)),Q interprets &s(r) as the name 
of the macro-operations S(r) and 2)(r). Therefore, when R determines that a portion 
of P can be replaced by the Z/&(r), 6 starts the evaluation of the macro-operation 
S(r) thus constructing semantic data representation of the text recognized by R. 
When this completes, 6 calls the macro-processor M to expand the macro-operation 
D(r). Let @O = (@&@k) where @S, is the result of 0 and @j,h is the result of 
M. Then G associates the parameter @JO with Zhs(r), hereby creating the record 
#IS(Y): @JO. This operation is denoted by G(Y). 
3. When M is called by 6 with the arguments (r, to Al : @I tl ...tn_1 A,:@, t,,), it 
expands 27(r)( @$, . . . , @A) into the target image @& of the text recognized by R of 
syntax category Zhs(r) and @$, is returned to 8. This operation performed by M is 
denoted by M(r). 
The relationship between components R,Q, and M of the algebraic compiler while 
performing a transformation of the input text is shown in Fig. 11. 
The algorithm performed by the algebraic compiler is a sequence of transformations 
To, T’ , . . . , Tk of the input P as described by (l)-(3) above and shown in Fig. 11. Each 
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P = curtoA1 :C$tl.. .t,_lA, : @ntn@ 
Fig. 11, The integration of the components of an algebraic compiler. 
T’, 1 < id k, takes source text already transformed by To, T’, . . . , T’-‘, and applies the 
operation ‘R(r)+ G(r) + M(r), r ER(CS(~)), where R(CS(L)) is a partition of the 
compiler specification rules as defined in Section 5.4. Note that R(r),B(r), and M(r) 
may use (in parallel) all specification rules. 
The correctness of the algorithm performed by the compiler is assured by the unique 
extension lemma [6,31] that can be expressed here as follows: 
Let Syno be the collection of tokens used by the lexicon of the source language. 
Algebraically Syna is a set of free generators of the source language syntax algebra 
Syn,. Then any function &a : Syno + Sem, where Sem, is the semantic algebra 
of the source language (see Fig. 2) is uniquely extended to the homomorphism 
& : Syn, -+ Sem,. 
Syno is defined by Syno = {h(r) ) r E Ro}, where Ro = {r E CS(L,) (Dam(r) = 0) (see 
Section 5.4). Since CS(L,) is finite, Ra is finite, and consequently Syno is finite. Syn, is 
the ground-term algebra specified by the syntax interpretation of the finite set of rules 
r E CS(L,). For each r E Ro,A -+ t E Ro, the semantic interpretation of r maps A into the 
data type [Al and interprets r as a constant specification. That is, the function C, maps 
the symbol t into the constant tc E [[A]. Therefore, Es can be defined by the equality: 
Vr E Ro A h(r) E Syno[Eo(rhs(r)) = &(rhs(r))]. The homomorphism &, : Syn, -+ Sem, 
defined by Es is further implemented by the algorithm $7. Having in view that the 
operator D : CS(L,) + Syn, maps constants defined in Syn, into their images in Syn, 
and makes the diagram in Fig. 2 commutative, and that the function &a has a unique 
extension to the homomorphism, it results that the algorithm performed by C embeds 
the computation performed by E, in Syn, into an equivalent computation performed by 
Et in Syn,. 
7. Conclusions 
We conclude this tutorial by highlighting the major advances an algebraic compiler 
has over the conventional compilers. 
l Algorithms performed by the algebraic compiler are based on homomorphism com- 
putation and therefore are compositional, scalable, and naturally parallel. Hence, al- 
gebraic compiler components can be executed in parallel and independently of each 
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other, thus providing support for parallel compilation and incremental development 
of large programs. 
l Front-end components (lexical analyzer, construct recognizer, type system) can sep- 
arately be specified and implemented by the existing tools. This allows the language 
implementer to develop the source language components (lexicon, constructs, and 
types) independently of each other, as stand alone entities, and to adapt them to the 
problem domain. 
l Back-end components are (customized) semantic macro-processors that generate tar- 
get images of the source language constructs from the images of construct com- 
ponents. Macro-operations expanded by these macro-processors take various forms, 
depending upon the nature of the target language. Hence, this approach provides 
a uniform treatment of the target image generation, being it the semantic repre- 
sentation of the source language program or the target image of the program into 
a machine language or into another high-level language. Since macro-operations are 
associated with the source language specification rules, back-end algorithms can be 
naturally integrated with the front-end algorithms at the source language specification 
level. 
l Since code generation and optimization are based on direct relationships between 
source and target that are obtained by associating source language specification rules 
with macro-operations specifying the target image of the constructs specified by 
these rules, no intermediate language is necessary for language translation. The 
macro-operations which specify optimization properties are temporal logic formulas 
attached to the specification rules [38], and therefore a systematic way of searching 
for optimization opportunities results without using the expensive approach of coding 
the search of an intermediate form of the program for such opportunities. 
l Algebraic compilers support: (a) process abstraction as a language construct, (b) 
source language extension with the problem domain, (c) heterogeneous code gener- 
ation according to the target architecture, and (d) incremental development of large 
programs. The process is a type in the type system which is defined by a process 
descriptor using appropriate semantics attached to the specification rules, in a man- 
ner similar to the specification of other types (such as arrays and functions). Process 
initiation, process termination, and process control are language constructs specified 
by appropriate specification rules. Hence, parallelism is naturally supported by this 
approach, Language extensions are supported by simply designing specification rules 
for the new language constructs and by regenerating the compiler. This is done at 
the cost of adding the new specification rules to those on which the current com- 
piler is based. Heterogeneous code generation is supported by simply attaching to 
the specification rules as many and as diverse semantic macro-operations as nec- 
essary. Since every language construct can be provided with execution semantics, 
incremental development of programs becomes a natural property of the compiler 
generation system. 
l Algebraic compilers generate program execution schedules which are graphs whose 
vertices are sequential processes and whose edges are precedence relations between 
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processes [39,37]. The granularity of the sequential processes labeling the nodes of 
an execution schedule is controlled by the programmer at the source level using 
architectural properties of the target machine. Thus, the compiler allows the pro- 
grammer to guide program execution by monitoring its performance according to 
the computation power of the target machine. 
The methodology for algebraic processing of programming languages described in this 
paper opens new research directions on computer languages. First of all a robust imple- 
mentation is necessary. This will allow computer users to experiment with programming 
language development according to their own machines and problem domains thus de- 
mystifying the complexity of the compiler. This implementation is currently carried 
out using a new methodology for the integration of compiler components [ 12,341. The 
extension of the type system to allow user defined constructors thus supporting abstract 
data types is another direction for further research. This will create the framework for 
the application of the algebraic methodology for object oriented language development. 
Providing the process data type in the type system is another important direction for 
further research. This will facilitate the development of languages where programmers 
can control the computation expressed by their programs by explicit management of 
processes performing this computation, independent of the machine on which these 
processes will run. The long term consequence will be the unification of programming 
paradigms (sequential and parallel), (procedural, functional, logical). 
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